
Устная 
часть



          Task 1. Imagine that you are preparing a project with your friend. You have found 
some   interesting material for the presentation and you want to read this text to your friend. 
You have 1.5 minutes to read the text silently, then be ready to read it out aloud. You will not 
have more than 2  minutes to read it.
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Earth Hour is an event that encourages people around the world to switch off 

electricity at the same time for one hour. Of course, switching off the lights for an hour 

makes a small difference to the amount of energy we use. But the aim of the event is 

not to save energy but to get people to think about the planet they live on. Earth Hour 

started in Australia in 2007. More and more countries join the ecological movement 

every year. Now, millions of people from 178 countries switch off their lights for 60 

minutes at the end of March. People in Russia participate in this event too – large 

office buildings and small private houses go dark for Earth Hour.



     Task 1. Read the text aloud
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 Earth Hour is an event that encourages people around the world to switch off 

electricity at the same time for one hour. Of course, switching off the lights for an hour 

makes a small difference to the amount of energy we use. But the aim of the event is 

not to save energy but to get people to think about the planet they live on. Earth Hour 

started in Australia in 2007. More and more countries join the ecological movement 

every year. Now, millions of people from 178 countries switch off their lights for 60 

minutes at the end of March. People in Russia participate in this event too – large office 

buildings and small private houses go dark for Earth Hour.

 



Task 2. You are going to take part in a telephone survey. You have to 
answer six questions. Give full answers to the questions.

Remember that you have 40 seconds to answer each question.

Click on the icon



• when you have school holidays;

• what school holidays you would make longer, and why;

• what you enjoy doing during your school holidays;

• what your attitude to school holidays is.
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Task 3. You are going to give a talk about school holidays. You will 
have to start in 1.5 minutes and speak for not more than 2 minutes         
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• when you have school holidays;

• what school holidays you would make longer, and why;

• what you enjoy doing during your school holidays;

• what your attitude to school holidays is.
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